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WELCOME!
Midair Pony Fair takes to the skies 

once again! Bringing you along for 
another worldwide adventure that 
you can enjoy from the comfort of 

home sweet home. 

Thank you so much for joining us 
once again, and we hope you 

enjoy your virtual journey around 
the world!



WELCOME!
We here at Midair Pony Fair don’t 

ask for an entry fee but
we do encourage you to donate 

and support these charities!
Let’s do our part to help people 
through these unfortunate times.
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Itinerary

• Times are in UTC
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Itinerary
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Guests
I'll be playing some high-energy tunes 
for you guys at Midair and can't wait to 
see you there! >:D /)

PrinceWhateverer

Hey I'm Techycutie, Full time artist and 
Pony Vtuber that streams on Twitch!

Techycutie

Hiya! I'm Koa, resident yellow pega of 
electropop, here to offer you some 
danceable tracks to get those hooves 
moving and those cute pony heads 
nodding!

Koa

The Self proclaimed King of Progressive 
House in the current day Pony Fandom 
will be bringing you nothing but the 
best music of the Pony EDM scene!

Faulty
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Guests
As a fan of the show since late 2011, Igor 
has two long term goals in the fandom. The 
first is to create fashionable formal-wear 
accessories with which to allow ponies to 
be brought into nearly any working environ-
ment, and through this to ever so slowly e

Igor / My Little Ties

My name is imalou (she/her), I'm a profes-
sional character designer and concept artist 
from France and I do a lot of pony art on 
my free time ! I participated in the creation 
of the new mane cast of G5 such as Izzy 
and Sunny, and many more secret stuff

Imalou

From creating the Traveling Pony 
Museum project to help artists, voice 
acting, convention vending, and more, 
Inky Notebook has been a part of the 
fandom since its beginning.

Inky Notebook / Megan Youmans

Daniel "St. Pinkie" Anthony is the perky, 
hyperactive chief of Project SEAPonyCon, 
Asia's most diverse brony convention and 
Crystal Empire Records - a record label based 
in the Southeast Asian region. He was a 
community guest at TianFu Bronycon in 2019

St. Pinkie
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Guests
I am a PMV artist that has won several 
PMV contests from various conventions 
such as BronyCon, contributed in many 
ways to the PMV sub-community, and 
have worked with the likes of Sawtooth 
Waves and Ponies the Anthology.

daspacepony

Architect by day, pony artist by 
also-day, Buckweiser is known for his 
vehicle and military-focused drawings. 
He'ss also one-third of the team behind 
SEAPonyCon, Southeast Asia's premiere 
brony convention.

Buckweiser

Feather is a small artist who's been in 
the fandom since 2012. From the 
golden age of Tumblr ask blogs to the 
rise of cons, they've been through it all 
(and participated in some of it)!

Feather

Engineer by day, hobbyist animator by 
night! Animations include MLP in the 
Sims series, Frostpony, and MLP Dota. 
Also a rookie digital artist!

Yudhaikeledai
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Guests
Chairman of Pony Events Federation 
e.V (Host of GalaCon and Everfree 
Encore) Chairman of GalaCon, Staff of 
other smaller events.

Deus

Basically I’m organizing meet ups and 
conventions in Poland. It’s hard to count 
them, but including smaller events, the 
number is higher than one-two hundreds. 
My second “fandom quest” is writing 
fanfiction, especially crossovers.

SPIDIvonMARDER

Christopher Leinonen has been an anima-
tion industry professional since 2007, and 
worked as a Character Layout artist and 
supervisor on the MLP TV series on-and-off 
from the first to final seasons, as well as 
animating on the FIM movie.

Christopher Leinonen
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Panel s
Welcome aboard to Midair Pony Fair! Our two con-chairs, Anticular 
and NekoSnicker will be welcoming you to our second iteration of our 
humble convention. Listen in for important information like where to 
find the vendor hall and Twitch rules.

Opening Ceremony

No journey around the world is complete without a stopover in the melting pot that is 
Southeast Asia! From the bronies who brought you Crazy Horse Asians at BronyCon 
2019, Crystal Empire Records and Project SEAPonyCon, come hang out with a bunch 
of chatty, creative and passionate dorks from four different countries across ASEAN 
to find out what happens in this side of the world!

Ponies of the World: Southeast Asia

Making face sounds in the worst ways you can think of. PegasYs will 
bring you bass. But he will also make you think. Feel. Understand. 
Watch him flounder about with his weird CASIO guitar and flounder 
along with him.

Live Music: PegasYs

Flying all the way from Asia to Europe is our second Ponies of the 
World panel for the day. Featuring our panel of three special guests 
from that region of the world, we'll gain some insight into what the 
MLP fandom is like in good old Europe.

Ponies of the World: Europe

Join Minty Root, CaptainHoers, and Hyper Dash as they talk about 
pony fan animation! We'll go behind the scenes on future and past 
projects, and even show you some never-before-seen animation!

Pony Fan Animation: Behind the Scenes
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Panel s
Art is subjective...unless you're drawing ponies, of course! Join the RiffPonies crew 
and a true color wheel-worthy assortment of creative community guests as teams of 
popular My Little Pony fan-artists clash for artistic supremacy in a gauntlet of 
artwork-based games...with YOU as the judge! Help these knuckleheads decide who 
truly is "Equestria's NEXT Top Artist"!

Equestria's NEXT Top Artist!

Hiya! I'm Koa, resident yellow pega of electropop, here to offer you 
some danceable tracks to get those hooves moving and those cute 
pony heads nodding!

Live Music: Koa

A thrilling show hosted by Alumx. Nobody ever knows what will 
happen, enjoy pure chaotic art experience that will unfold before 
your eyes

The Alumx show

My name is imalou (she/her), I'm a professional character designer and 
concept artist from France and I do a lot of pony art on my free time ! I 
participated in the creation of the new mane cast of G5 such as Izzy 
and Sunny, and many more secret stuff for the 2021 MLP Movie.

Ponies: The Next Generation with Imalou

Join us as we give Artist Alley tips and tricks to help you learn to 
navigate the online convention space as an artist selling in a virtual 
artist alley, learning selling platforms, and beyond!

Selling Online for Artists! with Techycutie
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Panel s
Christopher Leinonen has been an animation industry professional since 2007, and 
worked as a Character Layout artist and supervisor on the MLP TV series on-and-off 
from the first to final seasons, as well as animating on the FIM movie. He's also 
worked on Carmen Sandiego, and as an animation supervisor on The Snoopy Show - 
all at Wildbrain Studios (formerly DHX).

Laying out MLP with Christopher Leinonen

I'm PrinceWhateverer! Muscian and producer from the UK, I do pony 
themed rock/metal on YouTube, been with the fandom since 2011 
and don't plan to go anywhere any time soon!

Live Music: PrinceWhateverer

Laser etching ponies onto various metal things! Mugs, Pocket Watch-
es, Titanium Tags, and more!

Freakin' Laser Beams 2 with My Little Ties

We will be talking about how both the fandom treats disabled char-
acters as well how it is handled in canon media (as well as fanon!). 
We will also cover how to interact with disabled fans which includes 
intellectually disabled adults.

Disability in MLP

It will be a discussion and teaching of 3d modeling and how much it has influenced 
the mlp fandom. We will talk about how we all started in the fandom with 3d 
modeling, then discuss what we learned along the way with 3d modeling. We will 
also discuss where we might see the 3d modeling be in the mlp in the near future.

3D Modeling Effects on the MLP Fandom
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Panel s
After many projects throughout the years, 2017 would be the year when Benjamin would start on his most 
ambitious artist project, Khaliber. In 2020, Khaliber would find his break with his single "Beyond," which earned 
him a spot on the Ponies At Dawn label. Then, he would follow up with his next track "Phoenix," and gain the 
support from the artists: Silva Hound and Odyssey Eurobeat. Now in 2021, this may be Khaliber's biggest year yet 
with his releases on A State Of Sugar & Equinity, his official remix of Silva Hound's "Root of All Evil" and a his debut 
EP coming in May. All this while Khaliber whips MLP conventions into a frenzy with his supercharged DJ sets, 
mixing a little bit of everything for anyone to enjoy.

Live Music: Khaliber

I'm a Belgian brony musician known for my track "One Small Thing (feat. Drummershy, Koa & 
MC-Arch)" and for my collabs with General Mumble, MrMehster, Loophoof and more. I'm also 
known to be at the head of a lofi - Chill music label called VibePoniez. I played multiple times 
for online cons such as Ponyfest, Burning Mare, Ciderfest and more. I'm playing Neurofunk and 
Liquid Drum&Bass music.

Live Music: Tw3Lv3

I'll be giving a series of tips and trick on how to improve and grow as a music 
producer. (This will take up most of the panel) Then, I'll be going through a list of 
past releases I've made with Ponies At Dawn, A State of Sugar, etc while I'll be 
explain my process and tell stories behind the music I present.

Music Production Workshop

From creating the Traveling Pony Museum project to help artists, 
voice acting, convention vending, and more, Inky Notebook has been 
a part of the fandom since its beginning.

On Board the Traveling Pony Museum with Inky Notebook

A panel of starving artists. A bloodthirsty crowd. Suggestions in a hat. 
MidnightPremiere and the Dootz Crew challenge the audience in a 
desperate battle of wills.

Drawing4Exposure
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Panel s
MelodyBrony is a multi-instrumentalist musician based in southeast Michigan. 
Melody specializes in rock and metal but also does softer genres as well. With a 
track record of many performances, he has a sound for all audiences. Original 
album "Wannabe Rockstar" coming soon

Live Music: MelodyBrony

When not staring into the void while waiting for conventions to return, Bolt DJs on PonyvilleFM where his show 
Music is Timeless (Fridays @ 9 PM PDT), has been introducing Pony fans to great new music and old classics. Bolt 
even ran a request show on the Pony MMO Legends of Equestria! Outside of the airwaves Bolt is active in the 
fandom as well, continuing to volunteer and perform at conventions and parties across the west coast. Bolt loves 
the show and everything it stands for as well as the My Little Pony community. In his spare time, he can be found 
enjoying Pony content (and memes) on EqD, Derpibooru, and Twitter (where you can follow him @SuperPony-
Bolt!), as well as spending time with his friends.

Live Music: Bolt the Super-Pony

Hello!! I'm General Mumble and I make lots of kinds of electronic 
music and sing and stuff. I've been around in the fandom for a minute 
so I'll be bringing you old and new material that I hope you find fun 
and nice and cool c:

Live Music: General Mumble

Do you like Fallout: Equestria? Do you wanna see new and unique content for it? Today we will present audiobook 
pieces, perhaps a brand new song, certainly a new episode of News from The Bunker, and especially work on 
animations for Fallout: Equestria! Not to mention you will get to talk to Voice Actors, Animators, Modellers, Writers, 
Project Directors, Musicians, Singers, and Video/Audio Engineers for how you can create your own projects as well 
as the difficulty and challenges perhaps even solutions for your own projects too! Let's sit down and do something 
fantastic, welcome to Fallout: Equestria.

Fallout: Equestria by Shotgun Angel Productions

Do you like Ponies? Do You like Trivia? Do you like trivia ABOUT 
Ponies??? Hop into the chat and answer our trivia questions!! Whats 
the point? there is no points, but there is Trivia, and the satisfaction of 
knowing you know things. Things about ponies.

An Equestrian Trivia Trot: The Midnight Marinara 2
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Panel s
ModularPon and Nethlarion go on another journey through three of 
the worst pieces of fanfiction on offer.

Bad Fanfiction Corner 2

The Self proclaimed King of Progressive House in the current day 
Pony Fandom will be bringing you nothing but the best music of the 
Pony EDM scene

Live Music: Faulty

Our con chairs, Anticular and NekoSnicker, would like to thank everyone for attend-
ing Midair Pony Fair! We'd like to also extend our thanks to the staff, guests, 
musicians and panelists who stuck with us and helped bring you this day of fun. 
Thanks for coming and we'll see you next year!

Closing Ceremony
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Vendor s
Digital Commissions, Prints, 

Buttons/Charms, Pins, stickers

lRUSUart
Digital Commissions, Prints, 

Buttons/Charms, Card games, 
handfans,Enamel pins,stickers,badge 

commissions,physical artcommissions,mugs

Baja Gryphon

Digital Commissions, Prints, 
Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 

Accessories

Sakukitty
Digital Commissions

FluffPawsDraws

Digital Commissions, 
Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 

Accessories, Enamel pins, dakis, 
blankets

Gobiraptor
Digital Commissions
Viktiipunk

Digital Commissions, 
Buttons/Charms

spacekitsch
Digital Commissions, 

Buttons/Charms

Moozua

Digital Commissions, Prints, Comic 
Books

lytlethelemur
Clothing and Accessories, Pins, 
Keychains, Mugs, Shotglasses, 

Necklaces, Sterling Silver Jewelry, 
LED Badges

My Little Ties

Buttons/Charms, Clothing and Accessories, 
Facemasks, Card Games Keychains, Pillow 

Cases, Rubber Stamps, Lasered Goods, 
SFW Daki   

Sky Railroad 
Plushies

Hibiscus Stitch
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Vendor s
Digital Commissions, Prints, 

Stickers, CDs

Koa
Digital Commissions, 

Buttons/Charms, traditional 
commissions, badges, stickers

Drako

Digital Commissions, Prints, 
Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 

Accessories, Mousepads, Books, 
Blankets/Towels, and more

Traveling Pony Museum
Digital Commissions, 

Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 
Accessories, Traditional 

commissions, enamel pins

Twisted Sketch

Digital Commissions, Prints, 
Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 

Accessories, Card games, scarves, 
Books, acrylic Standees

Boiler3 & Sweetcream
Digital Commissions, 

Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 
Accessories, enamel pins, 

mousepads

techycutie

Digital Commissions, Prints, 
Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 

Accessories, Mystery Boxes, 
Pillowcases, and Mousepads!

MidnightPremiere
Digital Commissions, 

Buttons/Charms, Enamel pins, 
traditional commissions, stickers

Taurson

Prints, Buttons/Charms, Comics, 
Board Games

CaptainHoers
Prints, Buttons/Charms, Bookmarks, 

Posters, Stickers, Magnets

Lailyren

Buttons/Charms, Clothing and 
Accessories

fannytastical
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Crew
Con Chair

Simple artist with simple arts. All the way from 
Malaysia.

Anticular

Con Chair, Art Team Lead

Just a silly artist who likes sharks. Coming to you 
from Canada!

NekoSnicker

Tech Lead

A cute bean, who draws and loves to help! But 
NOW for a second year in a row!

Puffy

Tech Lead

British Gamer, Musician, Streamer and the one 
hitting the server with a wrench to make it work.

Chordie
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Crew

Tech

Just lending a helping hand (in mid europe 
timezone)

sasor

Tech

Computer Engineer undergrad who does art 
sometimes

flaaaaff

Moderation Team Lead

Dragon who likes water and videogames. 
Location: United Kingdom

Sunshine/Selena Waterborn

Moderator

Am Puppy and I make drawings, Indonesia

ProfessionalPuppy
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Crew
Moderator

Overall nerd, "Mafia" Ringleader, United States 
of America.

Blue Print

Moderator

Artist, gamer, and all around nerd Country: USA

Pixel (Pixel Grip)

Moderator

Silly Red Squirrel who plays games and tries to 
help. Huzzah's in Britain!

Onyx

Moderator

Small time artist who like drawing small ponies! 
Country: USA

Dorky / TheAwkwardDork
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Crew

Tech

Transient radar contact helping minimize turbu-
lence from NW Ohio

Battle Ensign (BuckeyeDon2016)

Tech

Board game translator, Printer repair, Russia

Why

Moderator

The vulgar artpone himself, trapped in Ohio.

ModularPon

Web / Programming

How do I type with hooves?

HorseNoodle
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Crew
Host

Translator, writer and FOE enthusiast

Nethlarion

Host & Social Media Lead

Jack of all trades, master of one - I just haven't 
figured out which one yet. Chief of Project 

SEAPonyCon and founder of Crystal Empire 
Records.

Daniel "St. Pinkie" Anthony

Artist

Just a silly unicorn who likes drawing and cute 
things

Oofy Colorful

Artist

Professional sad boy, FoE enthusiast and don-
keys lover. Located in Poland.

lRUSU
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Crew

Artist

I'm a tired college student, but that's not going to 
stop me from drawing some funny horses.

Pop

Artist

Fulltime Illustrator and occasional streamer, 
Currently staff on the show "TrueTail" By Skynamic 
Studios, while Also doing artwork for MLP conven-

tions. Obsessed with Baja blast. Country: USA

Baja (Baja Gryphon)

Artist/Graphic Design

Furry and pony artist just trying their best | Artist 
with Traveling Pony Museum | Located in the 

Midwestern United States

FluffPaws (FoggyCloud)

Graphic Design Lead

Writer, Graphic Designer, Epcot Enthusiast, 
Professional Bat Horse. I like theme parks a lot... 

Location: The Heart of California’s Desolate 
Desert Wasteland, USA

TikiBat
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Crew
Artist/Graphic Design

I'm a software engineering student who draws 
and animates ponies for a living! Hailing from 

Washington State.

HyperDash

Music Consultant

Lead organiser of Ponies At Dawn, generally 
obsessed with discovering new music and 

sharing it with others. From the land down under

ExplodingPonyToast

Ponytown Map Editor

Digital artist, red panda lover and music enthusi-
ast from the US! (they/he)

GalaxySquid

Copy Editor / Social Media

I’m a full-time preschool teacher who loves to 
draw cute things in my free time!

EmbersLament
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Crew
Moderation

Huge blue dorky birb who usually looms over 
Indonesia, henlo!

 Nightie

Art

Train obsessed pony artist chilling in the US state 
of Vermont

CoalDust

Artist

Just a pastel horse who draws ponies uwu

Sakukitty
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Special Thank s
We sincerely thank our 

viewers, vendors, panelists, 
guests, and volunteers for 

taking the time to make this 
convention as amazing as it 

could be!

None of this would be 
possible without the 

amazing people in this 
community, and we thank 

you so much for joining us in 
our virtual world tour!



Special Thank s
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